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down the inclined bar, z', nntil when the head 
block has traveled the given distance (three 
feet), the index, x', is vertical, therefore all the 
workman has to do, is to keep turning the 
screw, x. by the hand wheel, A, and gearing, 
which rolls the log and carries the index board 
across the head block, consequently, by keep
ing the point marked opposite the end of the 
index, x', the cut will be gradually brought to 
the required angle when it arrives at the given 
point; thus a continued variation in the curve 
or twist of the cut can be made from this point 
by proceeding as before, and the curved or 
twisting cut be made in either direction, accor
ding to which of the levers, x', are connected 
to the index, x', the.beveling bar, z' being on 
the proper side of the head block. 

Impon<lerable Agent ••••• No.10. 

[Becon d Series.] 
HEAT, LIGHT, AND ELECTRICITY.-The theo

ries of these three great powers of Nature may 
be divided into three heads: 1st. That Light, 
Heat, and Electricity are but different qualities 
or actions of all matter, developed under differ
ent conditions. 2nd. That they are different 
qualities or actions of one subtle fluid, deve
loped under different conditions. 3rd. That 
they are phenomena of three different subtle 
fluids. 

the ends of the wires of a battery from which leave one-third of the difference on front of 
the electricity proceeds; the zinc bein'g the each spindle point, and two thirds on the back. 
positive one. This term is given to the ends of When the carriage wheels are made, with the 
the wires, from a belief that they are possessed proper dishing, say about three fourths to one 
of attractive or repulsive forces. Prof. Fara- inch, this rule will gather the spill. dIe so that 
day denies the existence of such forces, and the carriage wheels will stand la;inches closer on 
asserts that the poles are only doors or path- the front than on the back. The front wheels 
ways for the current. He has therefore substi- will then stand five feet apart on the ground, 
tuted the term electrodes for the positive and and five feet 3t inches on the top, the hind 
negative poles of a battery. The pole where ones over five feet on the ground, and five feet 
the current enters the decomposing substance, four inches on' the top. 

We regard this as a very important invention. 
We have seen it in operation, and can speak 
with confidence of its m.erits. It is without 
doubt capable of making an important revolu
tion in the process of ship building. It is cer
tain that by this arrangement of machinery a tim· 
ber can be sawed to any desired shape, and this 
with rapidity and precision, and we are confi
dent that shipbuilders will consult their own 
interests by introducing it into their yards. A 
machine is on exhibition at Tupper's Foundry, 

Avenue C, near 11th street. 
For further particulars, address the U. S. Pat. 

ent Ship Building Company, No. 30 Merchants 
Exchange, New York. 

Varnish for Patent Leather. 

The process followed in France for glazing 
leather is to work into the skin, with appropri
ate tools, three or four successive coatings of 
drying varnish made by boiling linseed oil witli 
white lead and litharge, in the proportion of 
one pound of each. of the latter to one gallon of 
the former, and adding a portion of chalk or 
ochre. Each coating must be � thoroughly 
dried before the application of the next. I vory
black is then Bubstituted for tae chalk or ochrll. 
the varnish slightly thinned with spirits of tur
pentine, and five additional applications made 
in the same manner as before, except that it is 
put on thin and without being worked in. The 
leather is rubbed down with pummic6-stone 
powder and then varnished and placed in a 
room at 90°, out of the way of dust. 

The last varnish is prepared by boiling tlb 
of asphalt with 10 lb. of the drying oil used in 
the first step of the process, aad then stirring 
in 51b. copal varnish and 10 lb. turpentine. It 
must have a month's age before it is fit for use. 

.. '- .. 
Telescope for Amherst College. 

The Hampshire "Gazette" says that Alvan 
Clark ot Cambridgeport, has received an order 
from Amher!lt College, for a teleseope, the ex
pense of which, cannot be less than $1, 800.
It is to be the gift of Hon. Rufus Bullock, of 
Royalston, Mass. , a man who is the architect 
of his own fortunes andis fruitful in good works. 
Mr. Clark, who makes the telescope, is a won
derful man. Aside from the fact of his being 
one of the best portrait painters in Boston, he 
is an indefatigable and successful astronomer' 
He has discovered several new stars, and made 
out several double stars, which are not put 
down in any of the catalogues. 

... .. ' .. 
Blowing up the Ice. 

Several experiments have recently been 
made at St. Louis, to .see whether it were prac· 
ticable to open a channel across the river, for 
the ferry boats, by blowing up the ice with 
powder. A two gallon.keg, filled with powder, 
was sunk to the depth of twelve or fourteen 
feet, near the Illinois shore, and it was fired by 
means of a blasting fuse, run through a copper 
tllbe. The explosion produced no effect except 
cracking the ice for some distsnce around, and 
IIlAking a loud report. 

......... 
Wonderful. Invention. 

One of OUr exchanges says :-An invention 
has been lately patented, which promises to ef
fect a new era in locomotion. It consists in 
the application of india-rubber, working, when 
extended in contrary directions, on two axles, 
which co=unicate with the wheels of the car
riage. The model, it is said, works admirably, 
and it haa been pronounced by some of the 
first engineers in Manchester as likely to be 
eminently snccessful. Pro-di·gi-ous I 

None of these theories are new. Light, as we 
have stated, was believed to be the motion of 
a subtle fluid, by Descartes; electricity has al
ways been considered a fluid, and by Du Fay, 
as two fluids. Heat has also been held to be 
a fluid of inappreciable tenuity, with particles 
endowed with indefinite idio-repulsive powers, 
as described by Dr. Ure and other scientific 
writers. 

he names anode, from the Greek word signifY
ing upwards, or the way in which the sun rises. 
The point where the current issues from the 
decomposing substance, he calls the cathode, 
or downward, following the course of the sun. 
Decomposition he terms electrolyzation. Al
though electricity is generally believed to be a 
fluid; it has never been discovered to possess 
gravity, or to have increased the bulk of bo
dies that have been charged with it. 

There is so much of which we are ignorant, 
cOlllnected with the phenomena of these three 
powers, that we dare not advance any dogma. 
tic opinions, in favor of any one of the theories. 

The term" imponderables," applied to these 
powers, is not a correct one, for it means some
thing destitute of weight, therefore not subject 
to the law of gravity, and until we find some 
material substance, possessing this quality, it is 
just as applicable to an action or a motion, as 
to light or heat. There may, indeed be a sub
tle elastic fluid throughout space, which has not 
been detected by our yet imperfect instru
ments. A substance bearing the same relation 
to hydrogen (in weight) that it bears to plati
num could not be weighed by any instrument 
in our possession. 

HEAT.-The ouly apparently good argument 
in favor of heat being a substance-an elastic 
fluid-is, that it expands bodies, to this we may 
add another, viz., generating heat by friction. 
Neither of these positions, however, are strong. 
Cold expands bodies, as well as heat. Water 
expands by the addition of 180° from 1000 
parts by measure to 1045-1 in 22. Water 
contracts in bulk by lowering its temperature 
until it rea.ches 40° but below this temperature 
it expands. If heat is a fluid, it should ex
pand ice or water at the freezing, point, but 
when heat is applied to water at 32°, instead 
of expanding, it contracts in bulk, until it ar
rives at 40°, when it expands with every in
crement of heat. Some may suppose that ice 
contains air and is indebted to it for its greater 
bulk than water; but this is not so. There i8 
more air in water than in the ice of our large 
lakes. The water in freezing gives out its air, 
and in all our rivers and lakes, there are huge 
air crevices and rents, to allow the air to es
cape, as the water freezes below. By experi
ments wlth pure Norway ice, Prof. Donnet, pro
ved that it could be heated up to 300° under 
oil at which point it exploded like water at the 
same temperature deprived of all its air. If a 
strip of gutta percha be plunged into boiling 
water, it contracts both in length and breadth. 
Dr. Ure calls this" a remarkable phenomenon 
apparently opposed to all the laws of heat." 

It would also appear from Count Rumford's 
experiments, that by a moderate degree of fric
tion, the same piece of metal may be kept hot 
for any length of time; so that if heat were a 
fluid contained in the pores of metal, the heat 
pressed out by friction must be inexhaustible, 
which is simply an absurdity. Sir Humphrey 
Davy believed that the phenomena of heat 
might be referred, as he says "to a vibratory 
motion of the particles of common matter, or 
a motion of the particles round their axes, or a 
motion of particles round each other." It is 
no argument in favor of heat being a universal 
fluid, to say "it is latent in cold bodies," for 
latent means an insensible quantity, not what 
heat is in itself. 

ELECTRICITy-Franklin's theory of electrici
ty is, that it is a single fluid, and is as follows: 
-" All bodies are endowed with a certain quan
tity of electricity, if they have more than their 
natural quantity they are electrified positively; 
if less, negatively." Du Fay's theory which is 
the oldest is that electricity is composed of two 
fluids, -one the positive, the other the nega
tive (vitreous and resinous are also names used 
for these fluids.) The term" pole" is ginn to 

LIGHT.-Having said so much on this inte
resting branch of what is termed the impon
derables, we will add but a few remarks rcow, 
and that for the simple purpose of saying that 
T. Bassnett, in a work recently published by D. 

Appleton & Co., of this city, has founded his 
"Mechanical Theory of Storms," on the sup
position that all space is filled with a subtle im
ponderable elastic fluid, like that described by 
Euler, the motions of which produce light. 

The identity of the three imponderables, 
is no new idea. Sir Isaac Newton put forth 
the query whether light and common mat
ter were not convertible into one another, and 
he also adopted the idea that the phenomena of 
sensible heat depended upon the vibrations of 
the particles of bo(lies. Euler seemed to en
tertain the idea that electricity was also deriv
ed from the same fluid as light. " Every new 
discovery," says R. Smith, a somewhat distin
guished writer on Electrical Science, "appears 
to encourage the opinion of the identity of elec
tricity, magnetism, light and heat." Light, 
heat, and electricity can be obtained from a so
lar ray, and from the galvanic current. 

We have thus presented many diff�rent opin
ions on the imponderables, that is, respecting 
their self, and combined identity. These differ
ent opinion� do not affect our knowledge of the 
operations of these powers. Thus one philo
sopher attributes the rosy, golden, blue, and 
gray colors, displayed in the heavens at the 
rising and setting of the sun to the polarization 
of light; another ascribes the Northern Lights 
to the effects of electricity; both may be right, 
but if not, it does not affect our knowledge of 
these phenomena. This field still stands broad 
and expansive for future scientific investiga. 
tion; at present we must plead to much ignor
ance; and when it is considered that photo
graphy is almost a new science; that it was un
known but a very few years ago, and that the 
moon is now made to paint herself with a pen
cil of her own gentle light, and that plates for 
printing are now executed by the sun, we may 
well speak modestly of what we do know, but 
hopefully of what we may yet know. With 
these remarks we close the series of articles on 
Heat, Light, and Electricity. 

--.-+ .. -.... ,� .. -��-
Setting the Journal. of Carriage •• 

Some time since an inquiry was made through 
our columns respec�ing a correct rule for setting 
the spindles of carriages. The following are 
three letters sent us in answer to that inqui
ry:-

• ECKMANSVILLE, Ohio. 
The following is the method which I have 

practiced for a number of years in setting the 
journals of carriages :-

To make the carriage track five feet on the 
ground, I weld the axle four taet six inches, 
between the shoulders, and then ascertain what 
the diffarence of size is between the butt and 
point of the spindle, (generally it is made about 
3-16ths of an inch). I then take otf the collar 
or hurder, heat the axle at the shoulder 
and set each spindle down at the point 3-16ths 
of an inch-or somewhat below a straight line, 
which is ascertained by placing a "straight
edge " on the top side of the axle from one 
shoulder to the other, I next set the point of 
each spindle 1-32nd part of an inch forward, 
or until it comes within I-16th of an inch of a 
straight line in front of the axle, which will 
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I have never known a spindle to heat or cut, 
when set according to this method. 

Jos. R. GATES. 

The question of setting the spindle of car
riages, is one of no small importance, but the 
first question to be asked, is "why do the spin. 
dIes of carriages require a peculiar set?" It is 
perfectly clear, that if the wheels of a carriage 
were not dished, and if roads were perfectly lev
el, that the spindles of carriages should be of 
one uniform thickness and set perfectly straight. 
But as wheels require to be dished in conse-
quence of uneven roads, something is necessa
ry to obviate this difficulty. As the dish of 
a wheel is the first cause of alteration, the 
amount ot dishmust determine the amount of 
spindle alteration, (more dish is required in 
burden thanlightwagons.) The spindles should 
always be straight underneath to allow the 
wheels to play easily; the tire of the wheels 
should always stand on the ground under the 
center of the spindle, therefore the taper of the 
spindle must correspond with the dish of the 
wheel. The point of the spindle shoul<i stand 
slightly forward, to obviate the difference, (cal
led "the gather") 0 f friction"between the large 
and small end,of the journal; the amount of 
gather is also in proportion to the dish of the 
wheel. Now I think it is self-evident, that the 
surface of the ground bearing on one part, and 
the load on the spindles on the other, and then 
meeting at right angles, must necessarily cause 
less friction, than by any other plan. Many 
mechanics, however, suit their own convenience, 
leaving science to follow after, if she will. If 
a pitman should be hung at right angles with 
its crank, so should the ground be at right an
gles with the carriage spindle, and the place of 
contact should be "the centre." 

Another question once asked in the Scientific 
American, "why do some wheels rise over an 
obstacle easier than others?" is much easier 
answered than the former. Some spindles are 
much larger than others, and these have an ad
vantage in the incline of the spindle. A wag
gon built for rough roads, such as " log paths," 
should have the spindles of its axles made large; 
they tend to prevent rebounding; for smooth 
roads, however, large axles, increase the fric-
tion. THOll!AS MILLS. 

CLEARFIELD P A. 

In reference to the setting of carriage spin
dles, there is one point on which-I believe 
-all carriage makers are agreed, namely, that 
the spokes underneath the hub should describe 
a perpendicular or plumb line to the ground; 
this being the case, I will say nothing about the 
gather. The first thing to be examined is the 
size and dish of the wheel. This being found, 
get the center of the journal on the side against 
the shoulder and then strike a horizontal line 
on the axle from the centre, to the distance of 
half the size of the wheel, here mark a cross, by 
the square, and then measure up that line, from 
the horizontal, the distance of the dish of the 
wheel. From the last, strike a. line to the cen
ter of the journal before mentioned, and prolong 
it as far as the length of the journal. Then if 
that line strikes across the center of the end of 
the journal, it is correctly set, if it does not, 
the journal must be modified until it does so. 
This is the rule I have laid down. 

J. H. COOK. 
SALEM IOWA. 

... - .. 
The diving bell was first used in Europe in the 

year 1509. It was nsed on the coast of Mull, in ' 
searching for the wreck of a part of the fanious 
Spanish Armada, some time before the year 
1669. 

......... 
We are indebted to the Hon. S. A. Douglas 

for a copy of his letter on River and Harbor 
Improvements. 



[Reported Officially for the 3cientitic American.] 

LIST OF PATENT CLAIMS 
".ued from the United �tatel Patent Office 

!'OB THE WEIll[ ENDING FEBRUARY 7. 1854. 
ROTA.RY ENGINE.-Ebenezer B arrows ,of New York City. 

Patented in England. July 8,1851: I claim, tirst. the re
volving steam wheel, having projecting rims. or fian�es. 
revolving within the interior of a stationary cylinder, 
in which, there are two or more fixed abutments or stops, 
which fit steam tight, so as to close and divide tbe annu 
lar space, between the cylinder and wheel. into two or 
more steamehambers. The said steam wheel having 
four or more pistons, whose operation is controlled by a 
aistationary curved groove or way in each cylinder head, 
so as to be alternately acted upon by the steam in the 
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s����nd 
I claim"s-econd, the six way cocks, or steam heads. 

r�i:���a�s�i;e�iefcft�S:fr��e��igl�����t l:}��p��rt
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chambers of the cylinder, two exhaust passages leading 
from opposite chambers of the cylinder back to the plug 
�r��: t�e1��:::�1���!r�� J��vY��7I �7:��ulr:b1;g���: 
ingsandpuIl;L8'es.to make communication to or from 
the steam a.nd. exhaust pipes, to either division of the 
cylinder, or to close both. as explained. 

I claim. fourth. the mode of uniting the face and side 
packing pieces of th e pistons and abutments. so as to 
make them steam tight, at their corners by dovetailing them. as shown. 

I further claim, making the steam cylinder within. 
and a part of the piston wheel the stationary rim form-
��fd 
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[See engraving of this invention, on page 25, vol. 8, 

Scientific American. A curious history could be - writ
ten of this case had we time to enter into it-the appli
cation was pending before the office nearly four years. 
and a vast quantity of stationary. has been consumed, 
and a great dial of argument employed in getting it 

through. There is no doubt of the genuine validity of 
thepatent, as every objection raised by the office has been 
successfully and pointedly met. Almost any other man 
except Mr. Barrows would have been disheartened long 
ago. in view of the repeated defeats, which he has met 
with, and we hopehe will now realize something hand· 
some as a reward for his preserving energy. Patents 
ha VQ alsolbeen secured for this engine, in Great Britain, 
France, and Belgium, through the Scientific American 
Patent Agency, 

DENTAL CHAIRs. -A.lMerritt Asay ofPhiiadeiphitt. Pa. : 
I claim moving the chair seat vertically by means of the 
screw wheels, shafts, rack, and arms, as-set forth. 

le;.����giJ������;;;:J��a�� �l��:;[�tt
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ing the motio-lls of the mandril and screw or leader, by 
means of the two series of wheels, each series consisting 
of wheels of different diameters. and all the wheels of 
one series, being cOEnected and turning together, and 
imparting motion to all the wheels of the second series, 
with different degrees of velocity. substantially as de
scribed. when this is combined with the method of lock
ing. any one of tha wheels of the second series W ith the 

shaft of the screw or leader. b y having the Wheels on sep
arate sleeve arbors fitted to turn on each other. and 
adapted to receive a locking pin or bolt fitted to holes in 
a plate attached to the shaft of the screw. as specified. 
or any arrangement effecting the same end by means 
substantially the same. 

We also claim the manner of supporting and sust:lin, 
ing the screw (,r leader by combining therewith a 
trough. as specified, having the outer end of the said 
screw or leader without a journal, as set forth. 

MACHINES VOR RULING P APER.-Jolm & William McAd
ams, of Boston, Mass.: we claim first, a machine for rul
ing' paper, in which. both the horizontal and vertical 
lines of the sheet are ruled in passing once through the 
machine, by any arrangement of devices which carries 
the sheet, after one set of lines is ruled, in a direction 
�hrcth;u����S s�e�� �[:;s�O
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of pens 

Second. we claim changing the direction of the move
ment of the sheet, after passing from the first set of pens, 
by means of the travelling band, and revolving drums. 
as described. 

Third. we claim lifting the pens so as toleave a head
ing to the sheet, by means of the roUer, with its movea
ble tongue and cam projection acted upon by the' edge of 
the paper and the motion of the feed roll. so as to lift an 
adjustable arm connected to the pen holder, as descri
bed. 
th!ti��h

p�� ���r����� f���::���v��� !�� n��l�p�� 
the rolls between the passage of the different sheets, as 
above set forth. 

Fifth, we claim guiding the sheet straight to the sec
ond l!Iet of pens, after the direction of its movement is 
changed by means of the c o nverging bands which carry 
the edge of the sheet agains t a proper guide or a�ainst 
the sid@ frame work of the machine, as specified. 
6��:tt�ft:r
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t�� 
angular shape, $0 that its revolution may give a vibra
tory motion to th..sheet for the purpose specified. 

MACHINES FOR MAKING NUTs.-Jacob Reese, of Sharon, 
Pa.: I claim, first. the use of the trough of cold water 
i;o���F��n�� ,:��\t3fe ��t;��fd 

d��t��Ti f::s �:cK��: 
ged its nut. and preventing the water from coming in 
con tact with other parts of the machine, or with the 
nuts which are made in it. 

Second. I do not claim the rotating of the mould box, 
but I do claim the use of the guide head, constructed as 
herein before described in combination with the lever. 
and guide for the purpose of communicating to the ro
tating mould box the peculiar motion required, consist_ 
ing ot' a succession of sudden yet steady quarter revolu
tions, each followed by a pause or rest, during which 
tb"emould box is held firmly in its place in the manner 
described. 

WlNNOWERS.-Michael Shimer of Union Township, Pa. 
I do not claim the adjustable Side alone but I claim the 
moveable side in combination with the inclined screen 
said combination subserving "three purposes, for Jlre� 
venting the t{rain from passing over the edge of the 
��r3r
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th�e ��::� 
of the grain may require. for expanding the araft of the 
blast iu such a manner that the pure grain will not be 
carried over. into the horizontal part of the trunk. 

Secondi I cl!J,.im the square rubber in combination 
with the circular flanch formed on its lower extremity 
as described for the purpose of mashing or grinding all 
impurities, softer t han the wheat, and also for prevent
ing the grain from passing out of the bottom of the hop
per before it has been thoroughly pulverized, as descri· 
bed. 

WINNOWERS.-Josi,ah Turner, & W. C. Steroc of Suna
pee, N. H.! we do not claim the toothed cylinder or threshe r with its correlp-ondingtoothed concaVe. nor d o  w e  clai m either o f  t h e  devices described separately We claim the combination of an OSCillating craciIe Qf slanting slat or blind work, a.s within aetfor ,b with the two blowers,and the the fender, a.s set forth. 

MAKING BATTERY CONNECTION WITH AN ELECTRO MAG-
NETIC COIL ON THE TRAVELLING CARRIAGE OF A TELEGRAPH
tcREGISTER.-John M. Batchelder. of Cambridge Mass. 

� thntifit �meritan. 
and M. G. Farmer, ofSa.lem. Mass.: we claim the combi- t tions are being performed. and it also makes it more 
nation of the system of progressive levers with the bat- convenientforuse and ornamental in its design, as set 
tery wires the base board and marble platform, so as to forth. 
operate as sIlecified. 

PO LISHING PLOUGH HANDLES AND OTHER ARTICLES.
Thomas Bla,ncha,rd. of Boston. Mass.: I do not claim ·the 
invention of an endless polishing or smoothing belt, but 
what I do claim as new and of my invention, Is the 
��av,:it�e:;����� t6��: �:ti�rfgbne
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ed, the same consisting in not only making the said belt 
to traverse or run on sustaming pulkys or theirequiva, 
lents. but at the same time to rotate such belt and sus
taining contrivances in such manners around the artic
le to be smoothed or polished as to cause the belt while 
in motion on its rollers to run in contact with and around 
the surface or article to be reduced, 2moothed or polish
ed. 

I also claim. the combination of the feeding carriage, 
its guides. and the guide f{Jllers or the mechanical 
equivalents therefor, with thei endless polishing belt 
provided with machinery for imparting to it, its com
K���d motion or movement in two directions, as speci-

MACHlNE� FOR CLEANING AND ASSORTING BRISTLES.-
a���:: ���:�� ����: 01 }j:�i�018� 'B�rt
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machinery for separating and assorting them as speci
tied_ 

I claim the combination of the two moveable combs or 
rakes, and the two lifter wheels. and their carrying end
less belts, so arranged as described. the whole being for 
the purpose of first holding the mass of the bristles by 
one part or portion of it, and lifting and combing the 
remainder ofit, and subsequently seil.ing land lifting it 
by such combed part or portion, and combing the part 
previously seized all as specified. 

And in combination, with the machinery for combing 
or straightening the bristles. and machinery for assort
ing or sliparating them, I claim the endless guide belt, 
the spring band and rapping apparatus or hammer, as 
applied and made to operate, as specified. 

I do not claim the combination of an endless platform. 
a roller, and a series of pressure rollers as employed in 
tho hereinbefore mentioned machine of the said Loren
zo D. Grosvenor, but what Ido claim, as of my inven
tion. is the combination and arrangement of the two 
endless brush belts and two series of draft rollers, and 
their two sets 'of endless bands. as made to operate to
gether and assort the bristles. as specified. 

I claim the combination of the combs and their 
grooves, with the delivering rollers, so as to operate as 
specified. 

BIT OR DRILL STOCKS.-Dexter H. Chamberlain, of Bos
ton. Mass.: I am aware that a fland drill has been con
structed so as to have its drill shaft supported in a stock 
and rotate. by means of two beveled gears, one of them 
being fastened on top of the drill while the other was 
affixed on a separate shaft disposed at right angles 
with the drill shaft, and having the crank a.pplied, so a'l 
to enable a person torotate it and thereby put the drill 
shaft in rotation, therefore, lay no claim to such a de
vice, in the said drill stock as exhibited. the crank of it 
ismade to rotate in a plane parallel to the axis of the 
drill.haft. 

The consequence is, that during a rotation of the 
crank. there is an uneven pressure exerted on the drill, 
the said pressure being increased at one moment and 
diminished at another. and in the direction of the axis 
of the drill. A steady pressure on the drill longitudin
ally as well as laterally is very desirable particularly 
when a small drill is used, as without it the drill is not 
only liable to be broken or injured. but to be made to de
viMe fromits desired course in passing through any
thing. The complication of the construction of the bev
eled gear bit stock, and the disadvantages incident to 
it while in use render it all instrument of little value 
and utility. 

Neither do I claim making a tool stock and the bell 
cran"\{ in one piece of metal, so that their rotations may 
be equal and simultaneous, but what I do claim is the 
arrangment of the beU crank separate from, and so as 
tg:���db�ut�:i:�t���li:: t�O!��;�:!�Ct�·;���e
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pinion fixed into the end of the tool shaft, and to impart 
to said tool shaft an accelerated motion essentially as 
specified. 

TOOL HOLDERS -DextedH. Chamberlain of Boston. 
Mass.: I do not claim a split or jaw socket, having a 
screw and screw nut applied to it for the closing of its 
jaws upon the shank of an awl or tool inserted between 
them, but whatl do claim as my invention, is roy im
proved method of arranging, constructing, and apply· 
ing together the jaws and confining screws, the same 
consisting in making the jaws separate' from the 
screw shank. (on whiCh the screw is cut) and in other 
respects substantiall� as described, and not only provi
ding the screw nut WIth a closing c()Dcavity or so�ket. 
but tlle screw shank with a closing socket tor the jaws 
to rest in. the whole being so that when the screw nut 
isscrewed down upon the jaws, the combined action of 
thejaw,s and the screw nnt shall operate to simultane
ously close the jaws at their upper and lower ends as 
specified. 

MANUFACTURE OFTIN FOIL OR SHEETs.-John J. Crook,-of 
New York. N. Y.: I claim the New article of manufac
ture herein described that is to say sheets or foils com· 
posed of tin. and lead formed in separate strata, but so 
that the exposed or external !I1urface shall be pure tin 
only for the purpose, set forth. 

BLOCKS FOR HORSE COLLAUS.-Louis S. Davis. of New 
PariS, Uhio: I do not claim as novel, the construction of 
a horse collar block in expanding sections. 

I claim the four parted collar block of which the front 
pair ot'sections a.re hinged together at the gullet, and 
the back pair at the neck of the block, as described, the 
same being combined with a stationary bolt placed at 
thQ intersection of the partings, the said bolt serving 
to unlte t.he base and cap. and also forming a fixed bear
ing tor the right and lett hand screw, which in conjunc-
�i
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proportional lateral expansion of the block, or device 
equivalent. 

OMNIBUS REGISTER.-F. O. Deschamps of Philadelphia, 
Pa.: I claim attaching the secret slide to the bolt of a 
lock. as described, so that it can only be moved to expose 
or conceat the numerals on the diais by a key which 
properly fits the lock. 

I also claim, combining the secret slide with a stop 
bar, as described, so that both move together in such 
a manner that when the aparatus is left free to work, 
by the stop, the numerals on the concealed dials are n,ot 
exposed and when the numerals are exposed to view 
the�apparatu 8 is made inoperative by the stoIl. 

[This ingenious inventIon\is noticed at length on page 
260, Vol. 8, Sci. Am.] 

METALLIC HUBS-J.B. Hayden, of Easton, N. Y.: Ido 
not claim tbe flangeset..- with or without radial slots 
or reces£es jor the purpll§e of admitting the spokes. 

Iclaim the disc, in combination with the r�cesses or 
saw cuts formed in the end of the spoke. into which the 
disc is fitted, and acts tosecuresaid spokes in a perma· 

nen t position, and :efi'ectuaUy prevent tht:m working in 
the hub, as described. 

DRESSING SPOKES-By Ansel Merrell, of New Bedford. 
Pa. (aisign.or to Ansel �l�r�eU & J. M. Irvine. o{.!o;j,haron, 
Pa.): I claIm the comblDtlnOIl: of the cam lever, having 
:u�c;;�s��r
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be held ti.rmlyat any required angle to the carriage and 
at a vanable distance below the. knives, in order that 
it maydress spokes of variable taper and of different 
length and thicknesses. 

DAGUERREOTYPE PLATE HOLDER-Reuben Knecht, of 
Easton. Fa..: I claim the application of the eccentric 
wheel to the projection of the arms, which is effected by 
turning the swivel. which is firmly attached to the wheel 
aforesaid. and the application of the oblong aperture to 
the projection of either arm, accordin� as one or the oth· 
er o f  the arms require a further proJection, for the pur
posedescribed, 

S�WING BIRps-J. E. Merriman. of Meriden, Conn.: I cla�m emplOYIng. in connectioI?- with a sewing bird. a spnng tape measure arranged In a case placed directly under the i?elly of the birp � th� said case being so situ .. ated that It may have. If deSIred, a handsome pin or nee!ile CU8hion.plac�d on its top; this arrangement renderu�g the sewmg bI�d capable.of measuring as well as holdmg the cloth whIle the sewmg or measuring opera-

LIME KILNS-C. D. Page, of Rochester. N. Y.: I claim 
the form. as described. of the stock or cupola, in combi· 
nation with the arrangement offiues from the fire cham
bers for the introduction of the products of combustion 
a t the lower end, as specified, to insure the burning of 
the central part of the charge, as specified. 

I also claim cooling the calcined lime preparatory to 
drawing it out and exposing it to the atmosphere by 
��it����;�f:�t.t
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on to which the calcined lime descends, as described. 
PLOws.-John S. Hall, of Manchester, Pa.: I claim 

the hinges constructed in such a way that the edge of 
the front part of the mould board may lap over the edge 
of the back part or wing of the mould bonrdlto prevent 
clogging. 

PORTABLE DOOE LocKS-J. W. Webb, of Washington, 
�n�ihJn'ib��%��� c�� ;r:�� �J� �����;lb�d�i th the bar

t 
PLANING MACHINES--J. A. Woodbury, of Winchester. 

Masl! : I claim., first. the combination of the rotary cut
ter, with the presses and bed. 

Second. I claire thrcombination of the Bramah wheel, 
so called, with the rotating disc cutter and its accesso� 
ries, for the purpose of planing, as set forth. 

. ., .. 
Eating and Drinking. 

I beli�ve that unwarranted and monstrous er
rors are propagated, by different writers, on the 
subject of food and drink. Each man has a 
whim or hobby, so that it has at length come to 
the point that if a man will live healthfully to a 
great age, say a hundred years, he must eat 
nothing but grapes and drink nothing but rain
water. The gentleman who advocates the 
grape diet contends that wheat bread ought not 
to be eaten, that it has too much earth in it, and 
tends to stiffen a man's joints and muscles half 
a century sooner than if he subsisted on grapes. 

There are certain districts in the United 
States where new notions of every description 
flourish with amazing vigor, as far as the num
ber of converts are concerned; among these 
mere notions are the injurous eft'ects of tea and 
coft'ee as adaily drink. 

I think that it is demonstrable that a single 
cup of weak tea or coft' ee at a meal, especially 
in cold weather, and most especially in persons 
of a weakly habit or constitution, is far more 
healthful than a glass of cold water. 

Tea and coffee doubtless do injure some peo· 
pie-that is, some persons may not be able to 
drink them without its being followed by some 
discomfort; so will even water, if used too free· 
ly; and I think it will be found that, in nearly 
every such case ,of uncomf ortableness after a 
cup of tea or coft'ee, this condition of things has 
been brought about by the too free use of these 
articlcs, or that the tone of the stomach has been 
impaired by improper eating.-[Hall's Journal 
of health." 

.. .. . 
Ammonia in Distilled Water •• 

Boussinga ult refers to the necessity of de
termining the quantities of ammonia contained 
in well-water, river-water, &c. Since the time 
(1802) when De Saussure ascertained the first 
traces of ammonia in the air, since Brandes 
(1825) discovered it in rain-water, and especial
ly since the time when Liebig distinctly proved 
this occurrence of ammonia, no complete inves
tigations into the quantity of ammonia contain. 
ed in natural waters has yet been made. 

Boussingault has now begun to determine the 
ammonia in such waters by means of a distilla
tory apparatus. He regards it a2 certain that 
a water charged with a small quantity of am
monia will have given oft' the whole of this with 
the watery vapor when two·fifths of the water 
have distilled over. 

We may, consequently, by submitting large 
quantities of water, as 10 litres or more, to a 
preliminary distillation, . obtain a concentrated 
fluid, so as to. treat this in the still set apart for 
the determination of the,ammonia. Where the 
water is not too poor in ammonia, it may be 
placed in the apparatus itself. 

The author then instituted experiments to 
test his method, and from these it appeared that 
distilled water to whieh,a known quantity of am
monia had been added furnished more ammon
ia than had been mixed with it; so that appar
ently all distilled water contains ammonia. 

. - . 
'Veak Eye •• 

A number of our cotemporaries, have been 
lamenting over "the vast number of people 
who now wear spectacles," and assert that our 
grandfathers and grandmothers maintained their 
vision strong and clear for a greater number of 
years than we, "their weak-eyed descendants." 
This we think is a mistake. It strikes us that 
the present is just as clear and strong sighted 
as the past generation. Spectacles are cheap
er than they were twenty-five years ago, and 
gold ones are very fashionable at present with 
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some who have not the least necessity for their 
use; this ma,y account for an apparent increase 
of weak eyes_ 

�----� . .-� .. �--.------
Manufacture of Steel. 

The conversion of cast·iron into steel is desir· 
able, if it can be eft'ected rapidly and economi
cally; for articles might be cast directly from a 
bl&st-furnace or a cupola, and then steeled to a 
greater or less depth, without altering their 
form, inasmuch as only a small quantity of car· 
bon, a small percentage of the weight, is re
quired to be removed. For a large number of 
purposes, this steeling need not proceed to a 
great depth, especially where toughness of body 
is not a requisite. 

Attempts have been recently made to eft'ect 
this decarbonization of cast-iron by burning oft' 
a part of the carbon in cast-iron, since it is 
known that the intermediate qualities of steel 
between bar and cast·iron are due to its inter· 
mediate state of carbonization. Riepe's process 
(Lond. Journ. Oct. 1850) is a modification of 
the process for decarbonizing cast-iron in a pud· 
dling-furnace by regulating the heat in the fin· 
ishingprocess, and adding iron towards the lat· 
ter part of the process. He also proposes im· 
beding cast·iron in clay and keeping it at the 
welding heat of steel, to eft'ect the same pur
pose; and still further, the oxydation of castings 
by atmospheric air. The process of making 
malleable castings is also based on the same 
general principle. Such process, as far !Ill we 
know, can only produce inferior qualities of 
steel, although they may possibly produce a 
material having exactly the due quantity of car· 
bon; for as the metal is subjected to a compar· 
atively small amount of working, a considera· 
ble proportion of the impurities, silicium, phos· 
phorus, metals, &c. will remain in the mass and 
deteriorate the quality of the metal. The supe· 
rior quality of steel is mainly due to a more or 
less perfect removal of injurious constituents, 
while, at the same time, much iron is oxy· 
dized and removed. By any of the processes 
yet known, it is impossible to avoid labor and 
loss of iron in making steel, and these seem 
to be in direct proportion to tne quality of steel 
to be made. Late examinations by Miller of 
castings rendered malleable by cementation, 
seemed to prave that not only carbon, but even 
silicium had been extracted. Thia startling as
sertion needs further investigation; for, should 
it be confirmed, the present modes of making 
bar-iron and steel may eventually give p lace 
to, or be modified by, processes of cementa· 
tion. 

It would be an important addition to the 
metallurgy of iron, if we possessed a rapid, econ· 
omical, and efficient method of partially convert· 
ing wrought-iron into steel; for iron may be 
more conveniently forged than cast into many 

forms, and, if then steeled externally, or at 
certain required points, they would possess a 
core of tough metal with an exterior capable of 
being hardened. Hence, patents have issued 
and processes been proposed to eft'ect this ob
ject; but we may conclude that the experiments 
have not been successful, since they have not 
come into general use. Charcoal, mixed with 
a little borax, salammoniac and saltpeter, has 
been propoeed (Lond. Journ. xxxvi. 26) as a 
material to imbed articles forged of iron. As 
prussiate of potash has a marked eft'ect in con· 
verting iron into steel, a bed of charcoal imbued 
with a solution of the prussiate might answer 
the desired end. The greatest difficuly lies in 
limiting the depth of the transformation into 
steel, since the depth seems to depend on the 
length of cementation, so that large and small 
pieces cannot 00 cemented at the same time in 
the same bed.-[Transactions of the Smithson· 
ian Institute, Profs. Booth & Morfitt. 

........ 
Manure Gatherer. 

A. R. Hurst, of Harrisburgh, Pa., has invent· 
ed an implement for gathering the manure of 
barnyards and sheds in heaps for greater conve
nience of loading upon carts. This is dOI!,e by 
arranging upon runners a tool similar in its con. 
struction to an ordinary manure: fork, yet larg
er and stronger, in such a manner that it can 
be set to, rake the ground, gathering up the 
manure, or tilted sa as to release its load. It 
is intended when used in yards to be drawn by 
a horse. The inventor has applied for a pa· 
tent. 
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